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The Skeletons Role in 
Movement

Movement is possible due to the way that 
bones interact at joints.

The structure of the skeleton allows 
movement to occur by providing points at 
which muscles can attach via tendons

The movement that is possible at each 
joint depends on the type of joint

Short bones-allow movement that is 
more controlled and fine, e.g. throwing a 
dart.

Long bones allow gross movement, eg
throwing a javelin

Flat bones provide protection for vital 
organs

Functions of the skeleton
Support The skeleton holds your vital organs in place 

and your vertebrae hold you upright.
Structural shape A combination of fused and unfused bones 

allows the body to be stable while also 
moving at particular joints.

Attachment Bones provide a surface for muscles to attach 
via tendons

Movement The structure and type of different bones 
determine the movement at point where 
they meet (a joint)

Protection Ribs protect internal organs from injury 
e.g during contact sports

Blood cell 
production

Bones produce red blood cells which have a 
function of carrying oxygen to our working 
muscles

Mineral storage Bones store minerals, I such as calcium, which 
I are important for growth and development.
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The Role of Muscles at the Joint
Muscles connect to bones via tendons

When muscles contract, tendons pull on the bone and cause it to 
move at the joint.
Muscles work together (in pairs) at joints to cause movement. Each 
pair of muscles is called an antagonistic pair.
The agonist (prime mover) contracts, pulling on the bone to cause 
movement
The antagonist relaxes, so as not to impede the movement.

Muscles contract in two ways

Isotonic contractions: when muscles change length as they contract. 
These can be either.
- Concentric contractions – muscles shorten as they contract OR
- Eccentric contractions – muscles lengthen as they contract
Isometric contractions: when muscles stay the same length as they 
contract


